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Company History? Years in business?
Huron Valley-Sinai Hospital was built to serve the growing Huron Valley community in 1986 so that residents had an
emergency center and a hospital close to their homes and families without having to drive to Detroit. Some of the original
families and community leaders who helped fund the hospital continue to sit on the Advisory Board to lend advice on the
best ways to serve our community. The hospital has expanded twice since it was originally built in 1986, and continues to
expand services to meet the community's needs.
What products or services do you offer companies or individuals?
Full service hospital: Emergency department, Women's Services & Birthing Center, Surgery, Robotics, Cardiovascular
(Cardiac Rehab, catheter lab, stress testing), Orthopedics, Outpatient Diagnostic Services (CT Scan, MRI, Xray,
Mammography),
What’s an interesting fact about your business most people don’t know?
DMC Huron Valley-Sinai Hospital orthopedics surgeons hva done nearly 2000 Mako robotic-assisted knee replacements,
more than any hospital in Michigan, and was the first hospital in Michigan to start providing robotic joint replacements
starting in 2012.
What accomplishments are you most proud of?
Huron Valley-Sinai Hospital is one of only 2 hospitals in Michigan that has received an A rating for patient safety for every
grading period from the Washington-based Leapfrog Group, and one of only 42 hospitals in the United States to receive
straight As. This is a testimony to our dedicated and experienced nursing and medical staff who put our patients first
because most of them also live in the community they serve.
What are the greatest obstacles and/or challenges that your business has faced? How have you and your
business overcome them?
Health care is constantly changing, based on the newest research and better practices. Huron Valley-Sinai hospital
continues to implement best practices and purchases advanced technologies for patient safety and quality based on the
newest research. At the same time, research is showing that treating patients as a whole person and getting them out of
the hospital quickly is the best path to wellness and healing. Huron Valley-Sinai hospital is a healthcare business that
considers itself a community built on care.
What do you foresee in the future for business?
In health care, we know that treating the whole person is the best path to healing. Maintaining the personal touch and
customizing care to the needs of the patient while making it convenient will be the future of healthcare.
As someone doing business in and around Hartland, how does the chamber help you?
The Chamber connects us to other businesses who have an interest in keeping their clients and customers healthy.
When you are not working, what do you like to do in your free time?
Yoga, cooking, traveling to new places, hiking.

